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Market Update — December 30th, 2022 

Activity in the resin market picked up in the final week of 2022, as 
operational issues brought on by Winter Storm Elliot buoyed buying 
interest. Trading was evenly spread across PE and PP, but volumes 
remained somewhat lackluster. Although our Dec trading results 
edged out those from Dec’21, and our 4Q’22 results beat 3Q’22, they 
were still not overly robust. Railcar offers remained scarce, as most 
producers had already concluded the vast majority of their Dec sales 
by mid-month, so business conducted this past week was primarily via 
ready-to-go trucks. Some PE and PP production was placed on force 
majeure (FM) following the recent Arctic blast, a development remi-
niscent of Winter Storm Uri back in February 2021, which shut down 
petrochemical and resin production in the state and paralyzed logistics 
before sending resin prices to record highs. Still, even with resin pro-
duction affected by this recent storm, it was not enough to boost prime 
Polyethylene and Polypropylene prices on our marketplace, which 
held flat for a third consecutive week and ended  
Dec around the lows for the year. 
  
The lows for 2022, which were realized in Dec, were a cumulation  
of weak demand and ample inventory positions, which drove pricing 
down for the majority of the year. PE and PP prices began 2022 on the 
decline from record highs seen in the first half of 2021, but spot resin 
prices promptly began to rebound in January. Producers  
continued to run their reactors hard and surplus material was held 
back for inventory, in preparation for hurricane season, rather than 
spill into the spot market, and a series of contract price increases were  
implemented in PP through Mar and through May for PE. The build in 
stockpiles led to record PE levels, which clogged up warehouses 
across the US. Spot prices peaked in mid-May and then started to  
reverse course lower. By Nov, hurricane season came to pass with a 
whimper and no impact to production, while sellers and processors 
were stuck with long inventories and limited orders and prices eroded. 
 
Resin reactors have run at significantly reduced rates for the past  
several months, the lower production schedule seen widely amongst 
producers, has been in effort to reduce upstream inventories and  
rebalance supply / demand and ultimately return pricing power back 
into the hands of sellers.  We started to see evidence of the tightening 
supplies during  Dec as there was very little spot material available for 
sale by producers.  
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Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered 
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Resin for Sale 16,006,942 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Ask

PP Homo - Inj 2,832,208              0.540$     0.670$     0.570$      0.640$     

PP Copo - Inj 2,754,760              0.580$     0.730$     0.630$      0.690$     

LLDPE - Film 2,018,232              0.545$     0.660$     0.590$      0.640$     

HDPE - Blow 1,933,816              0.570$     0.680$     0.600$      0.650$     

LDPE - Film 1,686,416              0.650$     0.750$     0.670$      0.720$     

LLDPE - Inj 1,631,404              0.630$     0.770$     0.670$      0.720$     

HDPE - Inj 1,578,232              0.550$     0.670$     0.600$      0.650$     

HMWPE - Film 1,042,760              0.570$     0.670$     0.570$      0.640$     

LDPE - Inj 529,104                 0.690$     0.760$     0.710$      0.760$     

   TPE MarketSpot RangeResin for Sale 10,108,364 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Ask

LLDPE - Film 1,656,140              0.490$     0.560$     0.500$      0.550$     

PP Homo - Inj 1,362,668              0.520$     0.630$     0.490$      0.560$     

HDPE - Inj 1,340,240              0.520$     0.630$     0.510$      0.560$     

PP Copo - Inj 1,272,392              0.580$     0.680$     0.540$      0.610$     

HDPE - Blow 1,258,208              0.500$     0.610$     0.520$      0.570$     

LDPE - Film 1,234,576              0.580$     0.660$     0.560$      0.610$     

LLDPE - Inj 970,024                 0.600$     0.700$     0.570$      0.620$     

HMWPE - Film 573,196                 0.500$     0.550$     0.470$      0.520$     

LDPE - Inj 440,920                 0.620$     0.700$     0.610$      0.660$     

   TPE MarketSpot Range
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The recent freezing temps has further restricted resin production as a 
number of PE and PP units in the Greater Houston area were shut 
ahead of the storm as a precaution to avoid equipment damage. The 
aftermath also led Ineos to declare FM on HDPE and PP and Pinnacle 
Polymers to declare FM on its PP. The timing of these FMs followed 
recent Jan increase nominations issued by producers, even as Dec 
contracts had yet to be settled. It is too early to tell whether the Jan 
price increases will find swift implementation, but it does feel like the 
market turned in late Dec and we expect the market to start out higher 
in Jan, as it typically does. The supply side of the equation has  
certainly become more bullish, or at least much less bearish; resin 
inventories have been pulled down throughout the supply chain, but 
we need to see if demand comes back with fervor in the early part of 
the New Year. 
 
Polyethylene trading improved as the year drew to a close, processors 
had limited their purchases during the 4th quarter as prices fell, and 
some found themselves short of resin while others started procuring 
material to be received in January. No doubt, some felt vulnerable to 
the tightening supply situation especially in light of the severe winter 
weather bearing down on production in the Gulf Coast. Many  
resellers had liquidated substantial portions of their unallocated  
inventory ahead of year-end and some came to our spot market to fill 
last minute customer orders. All told, our year-end order flow was 
still not overly impressive, but still, the better activity more than  
salvaged our month. HDPE for Blow Mold and Injection led the little 
demand surge, with LDPE film grades following next and finally the 
commodity LLDPE grades. Dec PE contracts have not officially  
settled, but before Elliot hit Texas, Dec PE contracts were expected to 
settle at a rollover and we still see this as the likely result. A rollover 
in Dec would bring PE contracts down a net $.04/lb for 2022, they 
had increased $.07/lb though May, decreased $.11/lb in Jul-Sep and 
have since rolled flat. The spot market took a wilder ride and move-
ment was dependent on grade; the rally through May saw gains of 
$.07-.11/lb, while the price break from the top was $.28-.34/lb, and 
net losses for the year were $.20-.23/lb. Producers are ready to kick 
off 2023 with new Jan price increases on the table at $.06-.08/lb.    
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Polypropylene was more active during the week and sizable volume 
changed hands, most of which was packaged CoPP truckloads. The 
heavy CoPP trading was a reversal from a week earlier, which mostly 
saw HoPP transact. Prime CoPP finished the week and the year at a 
nickel premium to HoPP, which contracted as the spread had been as 
wide as a dime in 2021. There was a continuation of processor buying 
similar to early Dec in anticipation of stronger PGP pricing, which 
was prudent as monomer did maintain its upward trend as three major 
PDH units in Texas were offline during the month. Even with two 
FMs on PP, the market was still a bit oversupplied when  
compared to lethargic demand, though it seems that processor  
inventories have been drawing down after 3-4 months of below  
average domestic PP sales. With new PP capacity ramping up,  
producers continue to reduce inventories as much as possible by  
throttling back operating rates and then even more so due to Winter 
Storm Elliot. Dec PP contracts are following Dec PGP down a penny 
and some are calling for margin erosion as much as $.03/lb too, but 
this has not been settled. Our spot HoPP prices rallied $.13/lb through 
May, while CoPP was up $.15/lb. The steep down leg of this year’s 
pricing cycle saw HoPP prices drop $.47/lb for a net decrease of  
$.34/lb for the year. CoPP prices fell a huge $.52/lb from their peak 
and a net $.37/lb for the year. 
 
Participation in monomer markets was relatively good considering the 
Holiday shortened week. Fractional losses were seen and volumes 
were only a tad below average. Ethylene activity led the way when 
markets first opened on Tuesday. Traders exchanged Dec Ethylene for 
Texas delivery three times at $.1975/lb, a deal for Jan material in TX 
was also completed at $.19875/lb, while spot Dec Ethylene sold in 
Louisiana at $.18/lb. On Wednesday an assortment of transactions for 
TX delivery was inked; Jan Ethylene exchanged ownership at  
$.1925/lb (using dated pricing) and then later at $.195/lb, Dec was 
done at $.1925/lb and then twice at $.19/lb. A deal for Cal 23  
Ethylene deliveries was completed at $.19/lb, a transaction noting 2Q 
Ethylene deliveries was seen and a couple deals involving Dec/Jan 
Ethylene deliveries were also finalized. By the end of the week, spot 
Dec Ethylene endured a fractional loss and settled at $.19/lb. Feb, Mar 
and Apr Ethylene saw fractional gains and all rest just below $.195/lb, 
other deferred months saw fractional losses dipping below $.19/lb and 
flipping the previously flat contango to a backwardated curve.  
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Ethylene began 2022 at $.34/lb and reached its pinnacle early in the 
year on 1/18 when it almost breached $.43/lb. Despite reduced  
production, Ethylene prices steadily deteriorated throughout the  
seasons and the lows were posted late in the year on 12/7 when the 
market nearly dipped below $.19/lb. The Ethylene market had  
accumulated a weighted net long position mostly due to feeble  
demand and limited arbitrage opportunities in Europe and Asia which 
may have contributed to the overall weakness. On the final day of 
2022, spot Dec Ethylene posted its final settlement at $.19446/lb, this 
was a massive yearly drop of 43%.  
                                                                                           
Polymer Grade Propylene saw limited participation until Wednesday 
when a deal spot Dec PGP was completed at $.32875/lb. On Thursday  
Jan PGP deliveries were brokered twice at $.325/lb, two transactions 
for 3Q PGP deliveries were noted at $.3375/lb and one final trade for 
spot Dec PGP was seen finalized at $.31/lb, as the market came to 
rest. The weighted average Dec PGP contract saw a fractional weekly 
gain of less than a quarter-cent to settle just below $.3125/lb on  
Friday, while deferred contract months dropped by over $.015/lb to 
narrow the contango. The elevated prices above $.30/lb also came 
amid a loss of production from 3 PDH units in Texas  
(Dow, Enterprise, Invista). However, last week Dow's Freeport unit 
was in the process of restarting. As a reminder, Dec PGP contract  
settlements were announced down a penny to $.32/lb and spot will 
roll to Jan starting Monday, Jan 2nd.  
   
PGP had a much more volatile year than its counterpart Ethylene. 
Prices began 2022 at $.48/lb and immediately began to climb  
following oil supply disruptions brought on by severe winter weather 
and the beginning of the now ongoing political turmoil seen in  
Eastern Europe. PGP reached its peak on March 3rd when prices  
nearly reached $.75/lb before turning slightly lower, chopping around 
between $.72/lb - $.66/lb through the end of April. Along with the 
beginning of May showers Propylene prices began to erode and fell 
just below $.45/lb by the end of June. PGP continued to incur  
weakness during the second half of 2022, attributed primarily to weak 
demand as ample PP resin supply and reduced resin production put 
monomer back on to the market; the market low was seen on Oct 
13th when prices fell below $.26/lb. At that point three was no margin 
left between Propane and PGP.  
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With the floor established a minor rally took place sending prices to $.33/lb by Nov 14th. The market then remained in a holding pattern and prices 
chopped around between $.28 - .32/lb until the year’s end when PGP finalized 2022 at $.31202/lb. PGP suffered a yearly loss of more than $.1675/lb or 
35% and with the Dec contract settlement securely in place at $.32/lb, contract prices blew off a net $.24/lb from their top during 2022.  
 
The Energy complex had a mixed final week of 2022 as WTI and Brent Crude Oil finished strong, while Nat Gas contracts ended with a loss. This past 
week’s increase in WTI and Brent was driven by improved year-end demand and a ban on Russian crude. Warmer weather following Winter Storm El-
liot brought Nat Gas futures back down. Feb WTI traded at a high of $81.18/bbl on Tuesday before dropping $4.39/bbl to a low of $76.79/bbl on Thurs-
day. By Friday, February WTI settled at $80.26/bbl, gaining a net $.70/bbl on the week. The Mar Brent futures contract established the week’s low of 
$81.84/bbl on Thursday but rebounded $4.44/bbl to a high of $86.28/bbl by Friday. At the final bell, Mar Brent closed at $85.91/bbl, up nearly $1.60/bbl 
on the week. Jan Nat Gas went from a high of $5.37/mmBtu on Monday and dropped just shy of a dollar to $4.38/mmBtu on Friday, before bouncing 
back a dime to end the week at $4.48/mmBtu, down roughly $.60/mmBtu. For the year, WTI crude rose nearly 7% in 2022, following 2021's gain of 
55%. Brent gained about 10% on the year after jumping 50% in 2021. Nat Gas also finished 2022 at a 20% increase. NGLs were also mixed on the week 
with Ethane down fractionally at $.355/gal to ($.150/lb) and Propane up fractionally to $.694/gal ($.196/lb).   
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Supply Chain 
Table 

Dec 
Change 

2022 
Change End Dec End Nov End Oct End Sep End Aug End Jul End Jun End May End Apr End Mar End Feb End Jan 

Start of 
Year 

2021 
Change 

Start of 
Year 

Product Mixed Mixed 12/31/22 11/20/22 10/31/22 9/30/22 8/31/22 7/29/22 6/30/22 5/31/22 4/30/22 3/31/22 2/28/22 1/31/22 1/1/22 Mixed 1/1/21 

HDPE Film     $/LB -0.020 -0.190 0.5200 0.540 0.600 0.620 0.630 0.680 0.730 0.760 0.800 0.770 0.760 0.750 0.730 0.180 0.550 

HDPE Blow   $/LB -0.020 -0.180 0.5700 0.590 0.650 0.670 0.680 0.730 0.790 0.820 0.860 0.840 0.820 0.800 0.770 0.190 0.580 

HDPE Inj        $/LB -0.020 -0.180 0.5600 0.580 0.650 0.670 0.680 0.730 0.790 0.820 0.860 0.840 0.820 0.800 0.760 0.180 0.580 

LLDPE Film    $/LB -0.020 -0.210 0.5500 0.570 0.640 0.700 0.710 0.760 0.820 0.850 0.920 0.870 0.840 0.820 0.780 0.230 0.550 

LDPE Film      $/LB -0.020 -0.200 0.6100 0.630 0.720 0.740 0.750 0.800 0.850 0.880 0.890 0.900 0.880 0.860 0.830 0.150 0.680 

LDPE Inj         $/LB -0.020 -0.190 0.6600 0.680 0.760 0.760 0.770 0.820 0.870 0.900 0.940 0.920 0.900 0.890 0.870 0.240 0.630 

LLDPE Inj       $/LB -0.020 -0.190 0.6200 0.640 0.720 0.720 0.730 0.780 0.830 0.860 0.900 0.880 0.860 0.850 0.830 0.160 0.670 

HoPP Inj        $/LB -0.020 -0.320 0.5600 0.580 0.640 0.690 0.800 0.870 0.940 0.990 1.030 1.020 0.970 0.920 0.900 0.130 0.770 

CoPP Inj        $/LB -0.020 -0.350 0.6100 0.630 0.690 0.750 0.900 0.970 1.040 1.090 1.130 1.120 1.050 1.000 0.980 0.150 0.830 

Ethylene       $/LB -0.012 -0.115 0.1945 0.207 0.200 0.229 0.255 0.239 0.248 0.286 0.280 0.249 0.373 0.410 0.321 -0.016 0.338 

Propylene   
(PGP)             $/LB 0.012 -0.189 0.3120 0.300 0.305 0.382 0.450 0.453 0.450 0.538 0.657 0.680 0.713 0.547 0.489 -0.066 0.555 

WTI              $/BBL -0.290 5.340 80.2600 80.550 86.530 79.490 89.550 98.620 105.760 114.670 104.690 100.280 95.720 88.150 75.210 26.690 48.520 

Brent           $/BBL -1.060 9.190 85.9100 86.970 92.810 87.960 95.640 110.010 109.030 115.600 109.340 104.710 97.970 91.210 77.780 25.980 51.800 

Ethane        $/GAL -0.042 0.061 0.3553 0.398 0.404 0.463 0.585 0.575 0.490 0.606 0.509 0.433 0.403 0.376 0.336 0.125 0.211 

Propane     $/GAL -0.091 -0.252 0.6940 0.785 0.878 0.993 1.097 1.145 1.208 1.233 1.307 1.399 1.385 1.166 1.037 0.436 0.601 

Nat Gas  $/MBTU -2.455 3.200 4.4750 6.930 6.355 6.766 9.127 8.229 5.424 8.145 7.244 5.642 4.402 4.874 3.730 1.191 2.539 
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